Now Let's See....

By Anna Von Reitz

This is an exercise in logic. Let's see if you are all competent thinkers and able to reason your way through this situation, okay? If not, I will tell you the answer at the end, and you can go back and try to see where you got off track, just like in algebra class.....

A foreign corporation pretending to be your government seized upon your name and registered it as property belonging to them.

They "monetized" this new property by assuming that your name is the name of a Cestui Que Vie ESTATE trust and that you are a servant working for the ESTATE as an indentured servant known as a "citizen".

They issued a labor bond based on your estate. This bond is based on the estimated value of your labor over the course of a lifetime. It is paid off using income from taxes you otherwise wouldn't have to pay and mortgages you don't actually owe and court bonds you don't owe, either, and service fees like all those parking tickets and other revenue producing activities of the vermin who have claimed that you are an indentured servant.

They are parasites sucking off your assets and your name and your labor.

Those CUSIP bonds that are supposedly worth so much money are "promises to pay" based on all the money and assets that they anticipate harvesting from you.

So do you want to claim the CUSIP Bonds?

Or get rid of them?

Stay an indentured servant and chattel belonging to a bankrupt, foreign, privately owned governmental services corporation?

Or go home and tell them to EFF off?

[The correct answer is to tell them to EFF off. They aren't offering anything of "equitable value" and need to get their hands out of your pockets. Bonding yourself is just enslaving yourself to something or someone for a price and these jokers aren't even paying in actual money. They are paying in casino chips.]
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